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• UI DESIGN (60%) • UX DESIGN (40%) • ATOMIC DESIGN • DESIGN SYSTEMS • USER CENTERED DESIGN • HCD • 

•WIREFRAMING • PROTOTYPING • SCRUM • KANBAN • VISUAL DESIGN • GDS KNOWLEDGE • AGILE DELIVERY • 

EMPATHY • AGGRESSIVE DEADLINES • NATIVE APPS • IOS • ANDROID • EFFICIENCY • INTERACTION • SKETCHING • 

I have extensive experience working as a Senior/Lead UX and UI designer on a variety of digital products. Creating industry leading user experiences 
across a range of platforms including mobile-first responsive websites, native iOS and Android apps. My primary focus lies within the visual side of user 
centred design with knowledge and experience of the whole end-to-end processes. I have experience working with the GDS design system. and have 
SC clearance. My skills span a broad range from user research, usability testing, wireframing, interactive prototyping right through to the creation of 
design systems and delivery of the UI. An advocate of solid communication and collaboration I work well as a solo designer or embedded within a team.

This was one of my most testing projects to date. Contracted to lead 
a small team on an end-to-end, Greenfield project. Developing the 
UX journey, from R&D, user research, early stage UX processes in-
cluding SWOT analysis, card sorting, requirement gathering, creating 
persona’s, wireframing, prototyping and running UX workshops. From 
there I have taken the project through to the final UI stages, created 
and developed the design system, sourced an offshore development 
team and worked with them through the hand-off stages.

Lead Interaction & Visual Designer
Oct 2018 - Feb 2019 (Contract)

Working as a contractor on the newly initiated Unity transformation 
project. As a Senior member across both UX and UI, I was tasked with 
helping establish a new White Label Insurance product to be rolled 
out along with a Design System which included Sketch libraries and 
Key Template Designs. Clients included Yorkshire Bank, More Than, 
Clydsdale Bank, Tesco, John Lewis and Yorkshire Building Society. 
Working as a  team of contractors & perms to help them better un-
derstand Agile methodologies and creating a Design System.

Senior UX/UI & Interaction Designer
Feb 2019 - Jul 2019 (Contract)

Lead Interaction Designer
Jun 2018 - Sep 2018 (Contract)

• Contracted to lead the Interaction design for a range of products         
  and tools for Border Force on Digital Passenger Services projects  
  within Gov.uk
• SC cleared and using the GDS design system working alongside     
  User Researchers and  Content Designers to create seamless
  experiences for internal and external users.
• Working with Agile/scrum methodology and to aggressive deadlines.

Lead Interaction Designer
Sep 2018 - Oct 2018 (Contract)

• A month-long contract working as the Lead Interaction Designer    
   to create a range of interactions and animations to hand-off to the         
   UI team and developers
• As a small start-up the work was very early stage prototyping for a            
  native iOS and Android app
• Using a range of tools such as Sketch, InVision, Flinto and Marvel

Senior Visual Designer, Design System Manager    Jul 2019 - Nov 2019 (Contract)

My role at Equiniti was to help conceive and maintain a scalable design system to be used across the companies’ portfolio of digital products. 
Helping to create a Sketch library of components adhering to the Atomic Design system which will constantly evolve to allow the product teams 
more efficient and  scalable workflow as they transition forward. Working alongside a small team of UX/UI designers and dev teams. Taking 
the current styleguide to create a brand new set of Atomic components, molecules and organisms. Working with Sketch and InVision’s DSM 
to document design and UX principles, tone of voice and look and feel. I also assisted the team in BAU work on their digitial finance projects.



• Contracted by The FA as a UX/UI consultant to assist the overhaul of   
   their digital portfolio
• Established the user journeys, testing, wireframes and prototyping
• Designed an editorial Video Centre and Stats area which was
   integrated within the site
• Developed and created the final UI to hand-off to the development team
• Using Web Content Accessibility Guidelines to create good accessibility              
   for users with accessibility issues.

UX/UI/Design Lead - Consultant
Jan 2013 - Apr 2013

I worked as a freelance Senior Graphic Designer at News of the World 
for many years. Creating infographics, Retouching images,
Image manipulation, Layout design. Responsible for the design and 
creation of the back page of Sport and Score, the weekly football 
pullout. Working alongside The Editor and Art Director to produce 
World-beating graphics and exceptional visual design.

Designer - Score (Sports Pullout)
Jan 2002 - Jul 2011

• Co-leading a team of 10 -12  designers working across The Sun’s   
  print and digital platforms creating groundbreaking visual journalism
• Improving editortial and commercial integration within the site
• Designing the front page of the newspaper, layouts, infographics   
   and the front end of the book. Adapting this work for the online side
• Working closely with Editors, Sub Editors, Journalists, the picture    
  desk and senior stakeholders within the business. Quite often on   
  the front line of the world’s finest visual journalism.

Deputy Head of Design
Sep 2000 - Nov 2012

My name is Tony Ward. I live on the beach in Shoreham-by-Sea. I have a wealth of knowledge and
experience in both UX and UI design, having worked in many industries, with many teams, working across a 

range of platforms. I have worked for some  highly regarded iconic brands in both corporate and
smaller agency/start-up environments.

Starting my career in publishing way back when Web 1.0 was in full swing, I was always intrigued by how it 
would pan out in the future and how design would change with the times, traditional design then became 
UCD (User Centred Design) which meant that creating things for people to read or look at, then started to 

become  things for people to use and interactively engage with.

Many years later, here we are. I can do 70% of my daily chores online, engaging in exceptional User Experi-
ences, one-click check outs and next day delivery, stream the latest TV or films at the click of a button. I can 
talk to my radio and play one of 50 million songs simply by asking. Get a recipe in seconds, learn Japanese, 

see who’s ringing the doorbell without getting out of bed. “Design is intelligence made visible”.

I guess my point of this is to say that in this new world of UX and UI, we make people’s lives easier, save time, 
and to allow the user of a product ultimately happier. I get my drive from knowing that all the work that i’ve 
done over the years has saved millions of hours of stranger’s cherished time so that they can enjoy it offline.

Design is all around us, everything is designed, but few things are designed well

Digital Art Director  (All brands)        Apr 2013 - Jun 2015

• As a key stakeholder across the N&S digital portfolio I worked with     
  their main brands, these included Channel 5, OK! magazine,   
  Express Online, Daily Star and the Health Lottery
• Assisting with the digital transformation company-wide I helped   
  build and develop the design team, creative solutions,
  implementing agile methodologies and improving workflow

Creative Lead  (UX & UI)
June2015 - Aug 2016

• Leading the concept and design of digital products for clients such    
   as Fox Sports, Sky Sports, William Hill, Jockey Club and Racing UK
• Heading up the UX/UI team designing native apps, responsive   
   sites for mobile, tablet and desktop
• Responsible for designing and delivering pitches for global clients    
   such as UEFA and Fox Sports 

Lead User Interface Designer
Aug 2016 - May 2018 (Contract)

• Co-managing 15 UX & UI designers across three countries on a   
  €7m greenfield lottery & sports project
• Running regular UX workshops and working through the UX
  lifecycle of a highly complex site
• Working in an Agile environment in scrum teams alongside
   PO, PM, BA, DL and Front End Devs
• Projects include the National Lottery, PLI and Loterie Romande


